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Dateline Mexico

byRosaSanchezdeCota

Children sing for freedom

those today suffering the infamy of

More than 4, 000 Mexicans attended a series of Schiller Institute
concerts promoting the cause of world freedom.
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If only we had a children's chorus

who attended the concert series also

beauty

comment from listeners in various

cans loves great music, if given the

of Christ is the birth of our civiliza

cities to the finest classical children's

ple, and in Mexicali before 1,500, the

freedom, a civilization which is today

City-based Nifios Cantores, from the
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here like yours!" was the universal

shows that the majority of the Mexi

culturally starved northeast Mexican
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tion, a civilization based on love and

chorus in all of Mexico, the Mexico

national president of the Schiller Insti

National Music School of Mexico's

concerts to the struggle for freedom
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especially

and was made possible through the
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pecially, to remember the heroic peo

state congress of Sonora, as well as
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ing an ignominious invasion by for

and Mexicali states.
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Maestro Alfredo Mendoza, began on

tance of the Panamanian people. She

Baja California, and concluded Dec.

gression against the very heart and
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with the chorus.

joy-plus a special moral purpose

On Dec. 21, more than 1,000 peo
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The tour, under the direction of
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ning to end, it brought beauty and
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gion, language, and history.
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eign forces seeking to steal their free
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Present at the concert was the

bishop of Ciudad Obregon, who at the

concert's conclusion joined with the
ing the hymn "Adeste Fideles" along
The Nifios Cantores chorus was

founded in 1980, and is made up of 35

children. They are students from the

The concert was in two sections:

mosillo, Sonora, to hear the Nifios

Center of Musical Training of the

all dating from the period of the Span

tional applause after hearing the chil
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sical culture reached in New Spain

age-singing Christmas carols from

these songs showed the strong influ

small children's chorus of the Ciudad

which trained Handel and Mozart, but
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The first consisted of religious pieces
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reached "European" levels. Many of

Cantores. The public broke into emo

UNAM, an institution· which coordi
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different lands. In that concert, a
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ence of the same Neapolitan School
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technique and demonstrating that the
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nous music" aims at today.
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the indigenous cultures could be inte

tures-as opposed to what "indige

musical potential of children is vast,
About 1,200 Mexicans attended
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Obregon, and heard an opening ap
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The enormous number of people
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